
Artist:Â Ken KagamiVenue:Â Misako &amp; Rosen, TokyoExhibition Title:Â AbstractionDate: October 4 â€“ November 1, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the
jump.Images:Videos:Ken Kagami, What I am saying is abstract NO.1, 2020, digital film, 05:39ï»¿Ken Kagami, What I am saying is abstract NO.2, 2020, digital film, 05:32Images courtesy of Misako &amp; Rosen,
TokyoLink: Ken Kagami at Misako &amp; RosenThe post Ken Kagami at Misako & Rosen first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Henni AlftanVenue:Â KARMA, New YorkDate: September 17 â€“ November 1,
2020Note: Two texts written for the exhibition are available here and here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of KARMA, New
YorkPress Release:Karma is pleased to present Henni Alftanâ€™s first American solo exhibition.Henni Alftanâ€™s paintings open a dialogue between medium and image by reimagining the process of making pictures
and, by extension, the process of observation. As Elizabeth Buhe writes, Alftanâ€™s work explores â€œartâ€™s capacity to plumb the limits of representation, to defer meaning, to probe the nonlinearity of time, to ask
where images come from, and to express paintingâ€™s facility to point beyond its own history and objecthood.â€•Precise and self-contained, Alftanâ€™s paintings portray snapshots and vignettes that capture the tension
of overlooked moments. With cinematic framing her work draws beauty from the banal moments and meaningful pauses that occupy the everyday. If the viewer feels they have already seen her subjects, it is because in
some ways they have: scissors ready to perform a haircut; hands fastening a seatbelt; an aspirin held between two fingers; feet in freshly cut grass.Alftanâ€™s â€œDÃ©jÃ -vuâ€• series, which translates to â€œalready
seenâ€•, consists of subtly different before and after moments in the form of diptychs. Each diptych marks the elision of some event that has been omitted in order to create the experience of dÃ©jÃ -vu for viewers who
encounter one after the other. This series epitomizes Alftanâ€™s larger practice, which conflates personal memories with collective ones.Alftanâ€™s pictures defamiliarize common visuals and introduce a stimulating,
singular perspective. Art historical citations and elements of pop culture further entangle her work with a lengthy catalog of visual codes. Through texture and pattern, Alftan investigates the threshold where recognition
transforms paint into image, and image into meaning. As the artist states,These pictures are the consequence of my observations of the visible world and its representations. Small perceptions of the everyday will merge
with reflections on looking, painting and image making: the motif of my works is equally painting itself, its history, the paint as a physical substance, the tableau as an object. Painting and picture often imitate each other.
&#8230; But my images are not new. I did not really invent them. It is as if they were already there.The exhibition will be accompanied by a comprehensive, fully- illustrated catalogue, including newly commissioned
essays by Elizabeth Buhe, Hermione Hoby, and Jeff Rian.Link: Henni Alftan at KARMAThe post Henni Alftan at KARMA first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Julia RommelVenue:Â Overduin &amp; Co., Los
AngelesExhibition Title:Â Long LeashDate: October 26 â€“ November 7, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Overduin &amp; Co., Los
AngelesLink: Julia Rommel at Overduin &amp; Co.The post Julia Rommel at Overduin & Co. first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Jennifer J. LeeVenue: ChÃ¢teau Shatto, Los AngelesExhibition
Title:Â WallflowersDate: September 12 â€“ November 2, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Courtesy of the artist and ChÃ¢teau Shatto, Los
Angeles. Photos by Ed Mumford.Press Release:Jennifer J. Leeâ€™s diminutive and potent works survey the ways in which a painting might arrest, transform and materialize the image at its source. For Wallflowers,
Leeâ€™s first solo exhibition in Los Angeles, the artist has prepared eleven new paintings which will be on view at ChÃ¢teau Shatto from September 12 through November 7, by appointment.Lee builds her paintings on
jute, a fibrous material that poses more resistance and discontinuity than conventional linen or canvas. The resistance that this surface presents to oil paint and the fine tip of a brush emulates the corrupted transmission of
information that takes place when a visual subject is surrendered to the representational space of a jpeg. A fuzziness is lifted from the brittle image and supplanted on the receptive texture of jute.The enduring question of
how painting reforms itself as the formats and appearances of images evolve is expressed in Leeâ€™s work through a correspondence between circulated and attenuated digital images and the artistâ€™s material
choices, which lend themselves to enacting both the visualization and the degradation at play in this process of transference. A symmetry emerges between the approximation performed by the digital image and the
approximation performed by painting.Seeking her subjects, Lee plucks itinerant images from circulation and presents them as non-sequiturs, the prevailing arrangement of visual feeds produced by algorithmic media. The
relations between the subjects in this grouping of works are elastic: there are moments of proximity, mostly in shared compositional qualities and optical effects, but there is also a deliberate range. A textured concave
object in one painting is counterbalanced by a smooth and reflective convex object in another. Several works are composed from crops of images that are representational, yet the insistent patterning that furnishes the
objects or repetition that provides their structure tilts the painting towards a vibrational abstraction. Throughout Wallflowers, there is a rousing reciprocity between content and form and one experiences these paintings in
the indeterminable space between the two.Jennifer J. Lee (born 1977) lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Carnegie Mellon University and a Masters of Fine Arts from Rhode
Island School of Design. In 2009, she attended the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture. Recent solo and two-person exhibitions include Cold Turkey, La Maison de Rendez-Vous with lulu, Brussels; Day Trip,
Klaus von Nichtssagend Gallery, New York; and Nowhere, Pressure Club, Philadelphia. Selected group exhibitions include, A Cloth Over a Birdcage, Chateau Shatto, Los Angeles; Last Night I Wore a Costume, curated
by Lisa Cooley, LX Gallery, New York; The Views â€“ Paintings of Windows, Fisher Parrish Gallery, Brooklyn.Link: Jennifer J. Lee at ChÃ¢teau ShattoThe post Jennifer J. Lee at ChÃ¢teau Shatto first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Ian KiaerVenue:Â Heidelberger Kunstverein,Exhibition Title:Â endnote (ping)Date: September 5 â€“ November 1, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and
link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Heidelberger Kunstverein. Photos by Wolfgang GÃ¼nzel.Press Release:We are pleased to present endnote (ping), an exhibition with the internationally renowned
British artist Ian Kiaer. Ian Kiaer participated in the 50th Venice Biennale, the 12th Istanbul Biennale, and Manifesta 3, among others. He had solo exhibitions at the MusÃ©e d&#8217;Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Tate
Britain London, Aspen Art Museum, USA, among others. He was part of groupâ€“exhibitions at the Tate Britain and the Tate Modern in London, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, the Mori Art Museum in
Tokyo, among others. In 2018 Ian Kiaer was awarded the prestigious Philip Leverhulme Prize.Discarded Plexiglas panes from bus stops lie over delicate watercolours. Images made up of several layers exhibit traces left
by unknown passengers. Architectural models find their place on the floor; pneumatic objects sway in space. Ian Kiaer&#8217;s poetic installations of everyday objects, found materials, models and painting can be
experienced as open arrangements. With his endnotes he suggests references to (utopian) designs from architecture, philosophy and literature. The starting point for his works are, for example, Friedrich Kiesler&#8217;s
examination of endless space, Michael Marder&#8217;s investigations into the experience of plants, Samuel Beckett&#8217;s text experiments or the experiments with inflatable architecture in the late 1960s. His
installations and objects can be understood as an open experimental setâ€“up or as the (preliminary) result of a series of associations. In this way, he creates spaces of experience that simultaneously open up spaces of
thought: historical impulses and current debates are brought together to negotiate one&#8217;s own position in relation to the world.The title of the exhibition â€ºendnote (ping)â€¹ refers to Samuel Beckett&#8217;s short
story of the same name Ping, original Bing, from 1966. The text â€“ barely 1000 words in length â€“ forms a hypnotic flow of words: All known all white bare white body fixed one yard legs joined like sewn. Light heat white
floor one square yard never seen. White walls one yard by two white ceiling one square yard never seen. Bare white body fixed only (â€¦) As a reader, it is difficult to orientate oneself â€“ the language appears too
dissected, too reduced. Through repetition and ellipses, Beckett slowly dissolves the distinction between body and space. His departure from linear narration requires a different way of approaching the text. Similarly, Ian
Kiaer&#8217;s works call for a spatial reorientation, for a kind of spatial awareness that thinks sense and sensibility, thought and experience together.Ian Kiaer&#8217;s endnotes do not attempt to illustrate
nonâ€“utopian, dystopian or revolutionary ideas, concepts and the realities they create. Rather, the artist constellates the various objects and elements to each other, confronting them with different aspects to create a
space for associations to be reâ€“thought and further developed.In cooperation with Kunsthalle Lingen.Ian Kiaer (* 1971, London) studied at the Royal College of Art and Slade School of Art in London and now works in
London and Oxford. Solo Exhibitions: Aspen Art Museum (USA), Kunstverein MÃ¼nchen, Galleria dâ€™Arte Moderna e Contemporanea, Turin and MusÃ©e dâ€™Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris. Group exhibitions:
Mudam Luxembourg, Tate Modern und Tate Britain in London, Hammer Museum in Los Angeles, Hayward Gallery in London, Manifesta 3 in Ljubljana, Biennale dâ€™Art contemporain, Rennes, Biennale de Lyon,
Istanbul Biennale, Venedig Biennale and Berlin Biennale.Link: Ian Kiaer at Heidelberger KunstvereinThe post Ian Kiaer at Heidelberger Kunstverein first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Adam
FeldmethExhibition Photographer: Brica WilcoxVenue:Â REDCAT, Los AngelesDates: July 20, 2020; November 2, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Brica Wilcox and Case study: Photographic documentation of physical exhibition architectures and their re-presentation on Contemporary Art DailyPress Release:This post is part of an
independently-initiated, ongoing case study attending to encounters of physically installed exhibitions of art through their corresponding visual documentation presented on the website, Contemporary Art Daily. Individuals
employed as exhibition photographers in different cities are invited to participate in the study with new examples published quarterly. Involvement consists in the submission of a potential venue where a standing
relationship exists through means of employment for the photographer and, by extension, a distinctive familiarity with its architectural setting. All venues represented in the study share the criteria of previously appearing
on Contemporary Art Daily. Documentation occurs between the deinstallation of one exhibition and the subsequent installation of another in moments when rooms are commonly closed to entry, and through this, opened
to view.&nbsp;-Adam Feldmeth&nbsp;Accompanying TextLink: REDCATThe post REDCAT at Contemporary Art Daily first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Jacolby Satterwhite at
Mitchell-Innes &amp; NashHÃ©lÃ¨ne Fauquet at Schiefe ZÃ¤hneGedi Sibony at Greene NaftaliVictor Man at Galerie NeuPieter Slagboom at Bridget DonahueDana Lok at PAGE (NYC)Vincent Fecteau at Galerie
BuchholzDanh Vo at White CubeRami George at David Salkin Creativeâ€œFaktura (For A Nervous Spirit)â€• at kim? Contemporary Art CentreHardy Hill at Neue Alte BrÃ¼
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